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I. Introduction
In this research study, we report on new innovative practices that we created for a

6th-grade computer science (CS) curriculum introducing basic computing concepts through

simple non-electronic games. The curriculum defines CS as a discipline studying the

foundation of computing and all related concepts and uses non-programming computational

thinking activities and examples to illustrate fundamental concepts in CS, such as

abstraction, representation, algorithm, and computation. Just as with games, computing is

divided into the static algorithm (or instructions) and the dynamic computation (or game

play).

One major goal of the approach is to debunk negative perceptions that CS is socially

isolating, lacks creativity or fun, and is better suited for male students [1, 2]. The curriculum

demonstrates that learning basic concepts of CS is as fun, social, and gender-neutral as

playing non-electronic games, and choosing simple, physical games, such as tossing a coin to

see who goes first or Tic-Tac-Toe, makes CS more widely accessible for students, teachers,

and schools.

The approach is similar to the approaches taken in CS For Fun (CS4FN), Teaching

London Computing, and CTArcade [3-5], which also employ physical games to teach CS

concepts, but it differs in a fundamental way. Instead of focusing on the strategy for winning

games or playing against the computer, the curriculum focuses on the instructions/rules for

playing games without the use of a computer as a model to help students understand basic CS

concepts before introducing them to programming.
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In the 2022/2023 academic year, we began creating and piloting innovative practices

using manipulatives, which are defined as physical objects that students interact with to teach

or reinforce a concept [6]. We were interested in observing the differences between using

manipulatives instead of worksheets and slides to convey important CS concepts and rules in

the curriculum. Specifically, we wanted to answer the following questions about our new

innovative practices through classroom observations.

1) How do students engage differently with manipulatives versus

worksheets/handwritten work?

2) What are the advantages and disadvantages to different manipulatives?

II. Motivation and Related Work

There is a long history of using physical manipulatives in K-12 mathematics [7-14].

As one article pointed out, many civilizations during ancient times understood and applied

mathematics using manipulatives like counting boards and the abacus [8]. Within present-day

society, manipulatives continue to prove to be very effective tools in early mathematics

education, and for decades, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics created efforts

to increase the number of manipulatives being implemented in K-12 schools nationwide [8].

Early education research showed that the use of manipulatives was important for developing

students to have a broad range of materials they interacted with and manipulated in order to

develop and construct mathematical knowledge [15]. One study showed that manipulatives

allowed young students to discover essential skills through curiosity and the creative freedom

to interact with each tactile piece, and the most valuable learning occurred when students
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actively constructed their own mathematical understanding through utilizing manipulatives

[8].

While manipulatives are usually associated with early education, past research shows

that the use of manipulatives in mathematics benefits students across any grade level and

from any ability or culture [14], and research shows that the proper use of manipulatives

leads to an increase in mathematical achievements, retention, problem-solving [8, 9, 14],

specifically because manipulatives allow students to draw connections from concrete

experiences to abstract reasoning. Research also shows that manipulatives greatly reduce

students' anxiety toward math [10].

In computer science (CS), research on the use of manipulatives is much more sparse

than in mathematics [16-22]. Even within the literature on manipulatives in CS, a couple

publications are only abstracts [17, 18] and another couple are about the same manipulative

created to simulate Microsoft's Kodu Game Lab, which is a virtual, block-based

programming environment for young children [16, 19]. The idea of using physical objects to

teach programming dates back to 1995 with AlgoBlock, which was a physical block-based

programming environment that connected to a computer to execute [22], and these

researchers and other CS researchers commonly refer to the use of physical objects to

construct a program as tangible programming. Just as in mathematics, research shows that

the use of manipulatives to teach computational concepts is beneficial to student learning [19,

21] and to students with visual impairments [20].

Another broader, more popular term for the use of non-electronics and physical

objects to teach CS is “CS Unplugged”, and the CS Unplugged approach [23] has been
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shown to broaden participation [24]. Several studies demonstrate that unplugged activities

are a viable alternative to traditional programming activities for teaching introductory

computational skills and algorithms [23, 25, 26], and supporting studies show the positive

impacts unplugged activities have on students' perspectives of, engagement in, and

motivation to study computer science [27-30]. However, many of the unplugged curricula

introduce a new CS/CT concept using another concept that is also new or very technical,

such as binary numbers, data structures for searching, or sorting, which may distract from

learning the computing concept and be irrelevant or unmotivating to the students and

teachers.

III. Curriculum Background

We used a curriculum that was developed in collaboration with two middle school

teachers that centers around the use of physical games to teach computing concepts. In the

following section, we briefly summarize the research-practice partnership (RPP) and the

curriculum for which we created the innovative practices.

A. Research-Practice Partnership

Building on a well-established collaboration with a local dual-language immersion

middle school, CS and education researchers, two middle school mathematics teachers, and

the Assistant Principal developed the unplugged CS curriculum. One teacher was a 6th-grade

mathematics teacher with a BS in primary education, and the other teacher was an 8th-grade

mathematics teacher with an MS in secondary education. Neither teacher had a background

in CS or prior programming experience.
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B. The Child’s Play 6th Grade Curriculum

The goal of the curriculum was to introduce basic CS concepts, such as

representation, abstraction, algorithm, and computation, across two units using physical

games and the human as the computer (see Table I).

Curriculum CS Concepts Games

Unit 1:
Abstraction and

Representation (1 week)

Abstraction
Representation

Kind of Thing/Type
Thing/Value

Tic-Tac-Toe

Unit 2:
Algorithms (3.5 weeks)

Algorithm
Input/Output

Placeholder/Variable
Control Instruction

Condition

Coin Toss
Rock-Paper-Scissors

Nim
Tic-Tac-Toe

TABLE I: Resulting Level 1 Curriculum.

Unit 1 contained four lessons motivating the concepts of representation (an entity that

stands for something else) and abstraction (the process of omitting detail). It did this by

correlating the categories/kinds of things (types) and the actual things (values) that were used

in the game instructions to representations. Students played with using different

representations in Tic-Tac-Toe to motivate the appropriate choice of a representation that was

abstract enough to omit unnecessary detail but remained easily distinguishable, such Xs and

Os versus pictures of team members or two different sides of a coin.

Unit 2 contained eight lessons which introduced the concept of algorithms and

furthered the concept of representation. It did this by relating algorithms to game instructions

and by addressing pros and cons of using different representations (or types of values) in a

game, along with how the instructions/rules change with different representations. Unit 2 also
5



introduced the idea of placeholders for values (variables) in algorithms and formal

if-then-else constructs with conditions.

The curriculum used stories to describe the games of Tic-Tac-Toe, tossing a coin, and

Nim to motivate the concepts of representation and abstraction. For example, the game of

Tic-Tac-Toe was initially represented as an island map with eight treasure chests and a story

about two teams trying to be the first to recover a treasure by three teams members in

different sections of the island pulling on the same rope (see top of Fig. 1). Students were

tasked with understanding the differences between the game and the story, as well as which

aspects of the story were important for playing the game. Then, students were asked to think

about changing the representations used in the game, such as using shapes instead of ropes

and a line instead of a grid for the map, to motivate the need to talk about algorithms and

how algorithms use representations (see bottom of Fig. 1). After writing and presenting

algorithms for games, we advanced students’ understanding of how to formally express

algorithms using the idea of Parsons Problems [31] with pieces of an algorithm jumbled and

an outline for sequencing the algorithm pieces (see Fig. 2).
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Figure 1: Story Representation of Tic-Tac-Toe

Figure 2: Worksheet with Algorithm as Parsons Problem
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IV. Manipulatives to Teach CS

We believe that the most important attributes for a CS curriculum are to be effective,

widely engaging, and flexible. Thus while employing teaching practices, any material should

be easy to learn and support students in acquiring a basic understanding of fundamental CS

concepts.

However, we also need these practices to engage everyone, not just a set of students

who are already interested in CS, programming, or some other very specific application

domain like robotics. Lastly, we want the practice to be flexible and extensible to support a

variety of difficulty levels and ways to deliver new concepts, in order to broaden

participation and scaffold learning for new concepts.

Through multiple conversations with the 6th-grade teacher and classroom

observations, we concluded that students actively disengaged when provided a worksheet to

enforce their learning, especially when the worksheet had a lot of writing. Therefore,

developing ways to negate this disengagement was focal to the new innovative practices,

which led us to create manipulatives as a teaching tool to engage students with the CS

material and fundamental concepts in an alternative and more appealing way.

We created and deployed three innovative practices centered around utilizing

manipulatives primarily within a 6th-grade classroom, but also within a first-year University

studio section. All three developed practices provided a unique approach to bringing CS

concepts into the learning experience for students. In the following subsections, we explain
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each innovative practice, provide our observations of the manipulative used in the classroom,

and the teacher's perspective of using manipulatives.

A. Innovative Practice 1: Algorithmic Puzzle Pieces

From classroom observations and conversations prior to manipulative integration, we

noticed students were reluctant to either fill out a worksheet, like in Fig. 2, or write out their

own individual algorithms for tossing a coin or playing Rock-Paper-Scissors to see who goes

first in a game, and we also noticed that many students had difficulty with coming up with

their own algorithm from scratch. Therefore, minimizing the reluctance to write and

providing an easier way to get started were two main ideas behind this innovative practice.

We expected the puzzle pieces to reduce the students from disengaging with the

material, due to writing, and provide the scaffolding needed to get started. We wanted to

provide the students with the algorithmic puzzle pieces to create different algorithms for

games, such as Coin Toss and Rock-Paper-Scissors.

We created puzzle pieces (or blocks) with different colors and different shapes

representing inputs, outputs, if-then-else statements, operators, and values (see Fig. 3).

Utilizing the puzzle pieces while actively playing either game, students were tasked to create

an algorithm representing the game and winning condition. This innovative practice

emphasized the fundamental CS concepts of algorithms and computation.
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Figure 3: Basic Puzzle Solution for Coin Toss

1) Classroom Observations:

During the first implementation of this practice within a 6th-grade classroom, we

started by giving the students all the pieces without any scaffolding. We noticed that even

though all the students were interacting with and interested in the puzzle pieces, they were

very confused about how to start, specifically how to set up the algorithm. This prompted the

teacher to provide a skeleton outline of the algorithm with the input first, the conditional

being next and two different outputs depending if the condition is true or false (see Fig. 3).

After the skeleton was provided, students seemed more engaged and willing to

attempt solving the algorithm. After that, all other algorithms using the puzzle pieces were

started with input, conditionals, and outputs for an initial scaffolded state, such as the more

complex puzzle for tossing a coin to see who goes first (see Fig. 4). With this scaffolded
10



state, we noticed that students were able to recognize where the relational operators went in

the conditions of the ifs, and they were able to more easily get started. However, even when

students were very close to solving the puzzle accurately, they did not try to debug their

solutions to see if they were right (see Fig. 5).

Figure 4: More Complex Puzzle Outline for Coin Toss
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Figure 5: Complex Puzzle Solution for Coin Toss

While we noticed that this helped the students not feel overwhelmed with expressing

their algorithms, we also noticed that the use of the puzzle pieces seemed to limit their

algorithmic creativity, since students were only able to build the algorithm in a way the

puzzle pieces provided. Therefore, we provided students with many if/else and output pieces

and allowed the students to write on the pieces to add more flexibility and creativity to using

a die to see who goes first in a game (see Fig. 6). This did not seem to be as engaging due to

writing.
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Figure 6: Flexible Puzzle for Rolling a Die

2) Teacher Interview:

We conducted an interview with the teacher of the 6th-grade class centered around

manipulative integration into the classroom. During this interview, we asked “Across

rotations, which activities for learning algorithms have seemed the most engaging for the

students and why?”, to which the teacher responded with the coin-toss version of the

algorithmic puzzle pieces. The teacher stated students enjoyed the challenge of solving an

algorithm with scaffolding provided, as they felt like they were solving a real computer

science problem. During this response, the teacher also stated they especially appreciated

how well the puzzle pieces correlated coding-like instructions taught within the Level 2

curriculum.
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B. Innovative Practice 2: The MoveIt! Game

We developed the MoveIt! game based on all the Level 1 concepts of algorithms,

computation, representation, and abstraction. In the game, students are tasked to develop and

execute a plan to move an arrangement of objects from a starting configuration to a target

configuration through a set of verbal and written instructions (see Fig. 7). In groups of two,

students are delegated as either the “mover”, who moves the pieces on the board without

seeing the target configuration, or the“instructor”, who provides instructions to the mover

without looking at the mover or board (see Fig. 8).

Figure 7: Initial and Target Configurations for MoveIt!
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Figure 8: Students playing MoveIt! game

The instructor initializes the board to the starting state and is the only one who knows

the target arrangement, and the mover moves the pebbles according to the move instructions

provided by the instructor. In the initial version of the game, the instructions were spoken by

the instructor, but we had to modify the game to use cards to verbalize each instruction in a

crowded classroom while still motivating the necessity to write down instructions (see Fig.

9). Later, we expanded the game to include an activity where students created their own

starting and target configurations that they could exchange with another group or try to have

their own partner rearrange based on their instructions (see Fig. 10).
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Figure 9: Card-Based instructions for MoveIt!

1) Classroom Observations:

We observed the use of the MoveIt game with three different groups: in two 6th-grade

classes (with 14 and 17 students, respectively) and in one first-year university class (with 105

students). Even though the game was designed for 6th-grade students, we wanted to see if the

game was flexible enough to be used with first-year university students.

We observed that initiating the game with verbal instructions showed positive results

for several reasons. Firstly, since many students showed reluctance and expressed their

discontent towards writing, engaging them through verbalizing instructions significantly

increased their participation. Secondly, verbalizing instructions proved beneficial for

motivating the importance of documenting instructions. When providing verbal instructions,

several students faced challenges in recalling the crane’s position, leading them to place their
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finger on the visual representation of the transformation card. Throughout the game, the

students remained actively engaged, with one group even requesting to move to a quieter

area for better concentration.

It was interesting to note that many students became invested in the game,

demonstrating a willingness to attempt multiple times until they achieved the final state.

Afterward, the students were asked to write down the instructions they used. Initially, they

hesitated to write instructions until they were informed that they only needed to write a letter

or two for each instruction, which sparked their enthusiasm for writing. Subsequently, the

groups exchanged solutions and checked the solutions of other groups. It was observed that

students enjoyed having their solutions validated for correctness and also took pleasure in

reviewing and identifying errors in others’ solutions. They also expressed interest in

comparing their own solutions with alternative ones. Some students were excited and

surprised to discover identical solutions, while others were astonished by the differences in

the number of instructions between their solutions and others.

However, we did encounter certain aspects that were less successful. Firstly,

verbalizing instructions proved challenging in a room with 16 students, leading to a chaotic

environment that hindered some students’ ability to focus. Secondly, some students

immediately requested repetition and inquired if they could provide a numerical value with

the instruction to perform it multiple times, such as moving right three times. Third, some

students quickly grew bored if the game did not increase in difficulty. Additionally, there

were students who remained disinterested as they either did not want to replay the game or

simply did not enjoy it from the beginning.
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Next, we presented an iteration where students had to use instruction cards instead of

verbalizing the instructions. Prior to introducing this iteration of the game, we sought the

students’ opinions on how the game related to Computer Science. A majority of students

responded by likening the instructor to a programmer and the mover to a computer. They

recognized that the set of instructions constituted an algorithm and discussed how the

computer follows instructions precisely, highlighting the importance of a correct algorithm to

obtain accurate results. Interestingly, one student referred to the instructions as input and the

final transformation state as output. Additionally, we presented them with a less intuitive

configuration involving 8 pebbles, which immediately piqued their interest in the game. We

observed that the use of cards for verbalizing instructions worked effectively. Both the

students and the teacher appreciated the idea of holding up a card to indicate the instruction

the mover was supposed to execute.

The students particularly enjoyed having numerical values for moving more than one

square at a time. Initially, we anticipated that they would either hold the instruction cards

above their heads or pass them to the mover, who would then return them. Contrary to our

expectations, we noticed students utilizing the cards in two different ways: 1) some preferred

to hold up a card pair displaying both the number and instruction simultaneously, especially

when repeating instructions; 2) some students opted to point to the instruction on the table or

slide it over to indicate which instruction should be executed, instead of holding it up for the

mover to see (as shown in Fig. 11). Interestingly, when asked to write down the instructions

for this particular iteration, many groups wrote them as separate movements without
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incorporating the direction and number language. For instance, they would write “R, R, R, L,

D” instead of ”R3, L, D” or ”3R, L, D”.

We presented one group of 6th graders with the option for students to create their own

starting and ending states (see Fig. 10). The students showed great enthusiasm and eagerly

agreed to the idea. Throughout the activity, all the students remained fully engaged. After a

while of drawing their own states, we asked the students to test either their own or another

group’s transition states. We noticed that most students initially chose to test their own states

and then proceeded to exchange and test the states of other teams. However, many students

forgot to label or draw transition arrows between the start and end states. This led to some

confusion when they exchanged states and the paper was turned upside down. Interestingly,

throughout the activity, we observed that all-female groups were particularly engaged and

actively involved. Overall, this iteration of the game effectively utilized the game’s flexibility

to enhance participation and interaction. It encouraged students to think about various

possible modifications they could make to the states or the board.
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Figure 10: Student making their own MoveIt! states

Figure 11: (Left to Right) (a) Student holding up the card-based instructions (b) Student

pointing toward the card-basedinstructions placed on the table
20



2) Teacher Interview:

During the interview with the 6th-grade teacher, we asked them “Have you noticed a

difference in student engagement based on which activities are used to teach re-enforce

learning (ex: teaching a topic through worksheets vs. manipulatives)? ”, to which they

responded the level of engagement has significantly increased at the start when using

manipulatives. The teacher then stated that the MoveIt! game had continually been a very

engaging and fun activity for students across rotations, specifically the game did a great job

at drawing students in at the beginning. They stated the objective of getting from the starting

to the end state of MoveIt! wasn’t too overwhelming for students to grasp, which made them

very excited and engaged to do more examples.

C. Innovative Practice 3: Physical Floor Game Play

Physical floor games, like Twister and Charades, have been a popular and fun way to

engage a larger crowd than a game that sits on a table, and more recently, life-sized versions

of tabletop games have gained popularity in parks, restaurants, and now in the classroom. We

believed that a physical floor representation of a game would engage a larger audience, such

as the whole classroom, for conveying concepts and introducing a game and its rules,

especially since the written instructions did not seem to engage students. We hoped that floor

games would provide the ability to engage students through actively moving throughout the

classroom. We created floor-sized versions of the treasure hunt game presented in Fig. 1 and

the MoveIt game to engage the classroom in-game instructions and reinforce the fundamental

CS concepts of abstraction, representation, algorithms, and computation without lecturing.
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We created a large, floor-sized version of the Treasure Hunt game story representing

Tic-Tac-Toe within a 6th-grade classroom. The initial board was set up having standard

tic-tac-toe win conditions represented through ropes across the map (see Fig. 12). We divided

the classroom into two teams, allowing them to play the first game state for two rounds and

making one student represent a piece for a team. Then, we modified the win conditions to be

a different layout of the ropes, emphasizing the concepts of representation to the students, as

the win condition represents the treasure game and not Tic-Tac-Toe (see Fig. 13). Students

played this version for another two rounds, and then, they followed this activity with a class

discussion led by the teacher to further emphasize the concepts of representation and

abstraction.

We introduced the MoveIt! game to students by incorporating a larger 3x3 version,

where we requested volunteers to physically act out the game as a demonstration. Initially, as

the game was being set up and introduced, several students expressed audible confusion,

asking questions like ”What’s the point of this?” or making comments such as ”This seems

pointless.” However, after the 6th-grade teacher selected two students to play a round, the

class gathered around and grasped how the game worked and its underlying meaning. This

floor version of MoveIt! effectively highlighted key CS concepts such as algorithms,

computation, and representation. One student was assigned the role of computing and

providing instructions (or an algorithm) to another student, guiding them from a given

starting state to an end state (Fig. 14). Subsequently, the entire class participated in playing

the MoveIt! game on the game board version, working in pairs.
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Figure 12: Floor Game of Tic-Tac-Toe

Figure 13: Floor Game of Tic-Tac-Toe
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Figure 14: MoveIt! Floor Version

1) Classroom Observations:

We observed that the physical demonstration captured the attention of a larger

number of students and sparked their enthusiasm to try the game on the game board version.

Throughout the class period, all the students remained actively engaged and willingly sought

different configuration states once they had completed their current one. The teacher

expressed great satisfaction with the high level of class involvement and believed that the

physical introduction to the game played a significant role in fostering such engagement, as

well as facilitating a quick understanding of the concepts.

For both iterations of the physical board games, students were actively engaged and

wanted to do as many examples in front of the class as possible. We noticed that providing
24



the ability for 6th-grade students to learn CS fundamentals while moving around in order to

let some energy out was a key takeaway throughout the implementation of this practice.

Specifically for the large-size Treasure hunt game, all the students were actively

engaged with each other and the material, as they were collaboratively discussing as a team

which moves they wanted each other to execute in order to satisfy either win condition. This

was especially apparent after the switch in the representation of win conditions occurred, as it

caused all the students within a team to collaborate with each other and share ideas on which

moves they thought were best based on which way of winning they were going for. The more

the students were able to share their thought processes, the further engaged they seemed to be

with the material.

2) Teacher Interview:

The final question we asked during our interview with the 6th-grade teacher was,

“What other kinds of manipulatives or activities would you like to see more or less of and

why?”, to which they responded they wanted more manipulatives that would engage the

students through making them the pieces, just as they did for the Treasure Hunt game. The

teacher emphasized that their students were very actively engaged while playing the

floor-size Treasure Hunt game, to which they followed up this point by stating in general 6th

grader students will seize any opportunity to move around out of their chairs.
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V. Evaluation of Manipulatives

A. Perspective of the Teacher

During an interview with the 6th-grade teacher, we first asked 1) “Which type of

materials, either worksheets or manipulatives, do you prefer using to teach Computer Science

concepts such as abstraction, representation, and algorithms? Why?” to which they

responded they preferred using manipulatives for 6th-graders in particular. They then

followed their response by stating manipulatives take the cognitive demand of grammar off

the students by removing the difficulty of wording and sentences, along with also mentioning

that manipulatives have provided students with a larger level of play, specifically noting

more students are engaged when manipulatives are utilized to teach and enforce concepts.

We then asked the teacher 2) “What are students’ reactions when assigned tasks

through worksheets?”, to which they responded they have noticed students typically feel as

worksheets can be quite difficult due to the limitations 6th-graders have on being able to

articulate their ideas through grammar. This question was followed up by asking 3) “What

are students’ reactions when assigned tasks through manipulatives?”, to which the teacher

stated the students feel less defeated, as manipulatives provide an easier way for the students

to bridge connections between ideas, while also providing a lighter cognitive load to initiate

learning with.

B. Broaden Engagement

Almost all 6th-grade and first-year university students were enthusiastic about

playing the game and exchanging their plans/algorithms with other groups. Compared to
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other unplugged activities the students had used previously, the activities centered around

using and discussing the MoveIt game were significantly more engaging, in particular, when

previous activities involved writing and analyzing algorithms, even if these only involved

minute tasks.

Especially at the 6th-grade level, we observed that students engage more with

activities that only require a limited amount of writing, yet allow for ownership of the

solution. In fact, many students in both 6th-grade classrooms sighed in relief and blurted out

“ Yay!”, when they were told that they would begin by using cards or verbalizing the

instructions before writing them. Not only was this more engaging for the students to begin

by verbalizing their instructions, but it motivated the need to write down the instructions in

the algorithm for debugging purposes and sharing with others.

C. Flexibility

We wanted the game to be easily extendable vertically with increasing difficulty and

horizontally to introduce new CS concepts incrementally, but we also found that the game

offered a variety of ways of playing that can engage different groups of students. For

example, we had students design and draw their own game challenge with a start and target

configuration to exchange between groups, and we observed that this was very engaging for

an overwhelming number of female students. We envision extending this creativity to

designing new game boards for interacting with the game, such as using pictures on cells to

limit which operations are allowed or disallowed. Additionally, the game was designed to be

collaborative and non-competitive, but we found that many students got excited when asked
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to come up with the most efficient algorithm for a common challenge the teacher drew on the

board.

We observed that the flexibility of the game activities allowed us to engage a broader

group of students throughout a single class period, and the various levels of difficulty that

could be incorporated into each activity provided another avenue for engaging those who

bore easily, in addition to scaffolded learning. We also believe the broad engagement ranging

from 6th-grade students to first-year university students shows the game’s flexibility for

introducing basic CS concepts across a wide range of age groups.
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